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‘LEVEL 22 UNLOCKED’ BY ASI AT DEAL 2022!

Amusement Services International (ASI) is thrilled to unleash and take
the fun to a whole new level at DEAL 2022. This year their theme is aptly
titled as “LEVEL 22 UNLOCKED”, that caters to a new experience
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economy. Their carefully curated
variety of new concepts and
products enable their clients to
successfully meet the player’s
experiential demands. From the
best in Attractions and VR to
cutting edge Video, Novelty,
Redemption, Kiddy and Carnival
games, we have a plethora of
brilliant
products
for
our
operators to choose from,
catering to every category of
operation and for new age
competitive
socializing
and
gastro gaming concepts too. ASI
remain’s
committed
to
DELIVERING
EXCELLENCE!
Meet their team at the ASI
pavilion (Hall 6) at Dubai World
Trade Centre from 28th to 30th
March - 10 am to 6 pm.

START YOUR OWN AMUSEMENT BUSINESS NOW
WITH WAREHOUSE OF GAMES!

DUBAI WORLD TRADE CENTRE, UAE

We all have ideas for our business, but finding the right people to execute it is
never easy. Warehouse of Games Ltd. team will ensure your ideas are well
executed into a successful design! Come and visit them at DEAL 2022 at Hall No.7,
Convention Hall, World Trade Centre, Dubai. Let's Create Magic!

ICE BRINGS HOT ENTERTAINMENT CONCEPTS TO DEAL 2022
ICE is present at DEAL 2022 with their latest
entertainment concepts. From concept to production,
the R&D team is involved in every step of the process.
Innovative Concepts in Entertainment (ICE) has been
a manufacturer of the best amusement and arcade
games since 1982. They are an innovator of coin
operated
amusement
games,
consistently
manufacturing the highest quality redemption
games, and have become an industry leading
producer of sports games for the home, arcade and
office. Today, ICE carries one of the largest, most
prolific product ranges in the coin operated industry.
Visit their booth to meet the team and explore new
business opportunities.

UDC SHOWCASES INNOVATIVE
CONCEPTS AT DEAL 2022

UDC, a premier distributor of brand-new
redemption games, cranes, pushers, kiddie rides,
vending machines, prize, and novelty games,
change machines, redemption tickets are once
again present at DEAL 2022 to further
strengthen their presence in the region. Learn
more from the UDC team at their booth no.
6-C42 at the show.

SEMNOX REDEFINES
INNOVATION AT DEAL 2022

Walk into Booth No. 7-D38 to see Semnox’s flagship
reader – LuminOS. This is the new-gen reader and is
the first Operating System based (based on Linux)
Debit Card Reader for the Entertainment Industry. It
comes with a dual-band Wi-Fi chip, supporting both
2.4 GHz and 5 GHz WiFi networks. The readers ability
of display rich multimedia including videos, update
reader display, themes, configuration over the air
without any need to touch the readers, allows
operators to move to a complete cloud-based
operation. The Variable pricing option for readers
allows the operators to make guests spend more by
enticing them with discounts for a greater number of
plays. The reader also comes with the ability for
Multi-gameplay, thereby allowing the guests to play
a game multiple times at one go, and Repeat Play
allowing guests to play again without having to tap
the card each time.

EMBED TEAM IS THRILLED TO
ZAMPERLA TEAM RECREATES
MEET YOU AT DEAL SHOW 2022! THEIR MAGIC AT THE DEAL
2022 SHOW!

Come and join them at Booth #7-D148, check out
their award-winning innovations — the Mobile
Wallet, KIOSK+, smartTOUCH card readers and
their wide range of cutting-edge wearables which
is the currency of the future!

Zamperla is today synonymous with creative
design and cutting edge technology. With a focus
on fun and thrills, Zamperla’s ability to innovate
and entertain lies within its unique ability to bring
an amusement venue to life – from early design
concepts to finished products. They are here at
the DEAL show and are working on exciting
projects in the Middle East. Visit their stunning
booth (6-C122) at DEAL 2022.

KÜNSTLERISCHE HOLZGESTALTUNG BERGMANN JOINS DEAL 2022
FROM GERMANY FOR THE FIRST TIME!
Directly from Germany, the European market leader for
innovative functional designs made of genuine and
sustainable materials is coming to DEAL 2022 for the
first time. The company Künstlerische Holzgestaltung
Bergmann GmbH, Doreen Stopporka - the managing
director and Jürgen Bergmann - her husband and
creative head of the company, hope for demanding
business partners who are looking for truly unique
solutions for their parks. According to the motto: "we
help to be extraordinary," they have been developing
and producing "tools“ to make money for the leisure
industry for 32 years. With 90 pictures and some project
models, the exhibition stand presents a cross-section of
the product range - but you can't order any of them.
Everything is produced only once, exactly matching the
special needs and budget ideas of the client. Meet the
team at stand no. 7-D120.

INTERCARD DEMONSTRATES CUTTING EDGE TECH AT DEAL 2022!
At this year’s DEAL, Intercard’s MENA expert Alberto Borrero will be
demonstrating the company’s cutting-edge technology including the
sales-boosting E-commerce platform for entertainment centers. This
software enables guests to buy services online and redeem them at a
kiosk with a printed QR code, eliminating a trip to the center’s front desk
to check in. The E-commerce platform also integrates with the
company’s newest iTellerPlus software for new and existing customers,
which expands the future of self-service kiosks in entertainment centers.
Intercard is also the Technology Sponsor of MENALAC’s LEA Conference
at DEAL.

ATTRAKTION ATTRACTS
PEOPLE FROM ALL OVER THE
WORLD AT THEIR BOOTH
@DEAL 2022!

Attraktion! is presenting their unique immersive
group gaming PlayNeo at booth 7-D13 with
overwhelming success. A perfect attraction for
any
indoor
FEC.
ATTRAKTION!
creates
exceptional media based attractions and
experience products, such as service robots,
dome attractions, interactive games and exhibits.
Witness all this at their booth at the DEAL show.
dealmiddleeast

dealiec

DARLSCO UNVEILS VARIOUS
ENTERTAINMENT CONCEPTS
AT DEAL 2022

DARLSCO is a member of a diversified group
registered in UAE providing corporate professional
and customized services in the field of third party
inspection, testing and certification for equipments
and machineries. Some of their services and vertical
sectors include, sports, leisure & entertainment, real
estate and infrastructure, manufacturing, consumer
products and retail, automotive services, printing
and advertising, chemical and process, oil and gas,
urban development and environment, renewable
energy, royal wedding compliance, calibration of
instruments, competency certification – amusement
equipment attendants and rope access. Meet Team
DARLSCO at booth no. 6-C65, Hall 6.
www.dealmiddleeastshow.com

